PV Toolkit for Community Facilities:
Guidance for Sustainability

Outline
• Motivation for the Toolkit
– Why solar PV as an energy source
– Problems with sustainability

• Roadmap of the Toolkit
– Rapid assessment
– Preparation of implementation plan
– Procurements and contract management
– Long-term operation

• Where to find the Toolkit and how to use it

Solar PV can be a good match for
rural facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Least cost electricity solution for many remote facilities
Can be deployed quickly
Reliable, predictable solar resources
Reliable, modular technology, components and systems can
be standardized for easy procurement and management
Low recurrent costs
Simple to operate, less trouble than diesel, no moving parts
Minimal servicing, suitable for hard to reach communities
Low environmental impact with quiet, safe operation

PV System Configuration

PV market trends making it more
affordable to use solar

Problem – low system sustainability
• Many of the PV systems installed in off-grid rural
community facilities not working after 3 to 5 years
• During preparation, issues of ownership,
maintenance, component replacements, budget
support are treated too lightly
• After installation, institutional weaknesses lead to
misuse, maintenance failures and weak supervision,
leading to system shutdowns and loss of investment.
• Maintenance and system reliability are rarely
tracked; project monitoring does not report on
performance of the PV systems
• Low sustainability approaches are replicated
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Challenge of sustainability

Off grid planning – PV meets grid

Motivation for the Toolkit:
Reversing low sustainability
• Sizing, configuring and specifying PV systems is fairly
straightforward given requisite technical expertise.
PV technology itself is mature: robust, well designed,
correctly installed systems will work.
• However, the systems will work over expected
lifespan only if placed within equally robust
institutional arrangements.
• Establishing strong institutional arrangements for
post project ownership and maintenance funding is
the main issue.
• Maintenance continuity is the sine qua non.
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Risks and Guidance

Risks and Guidance

Outline of Toolkit:
Preparation to operation
1. Rapid assessment (one week)

Result is concept and preparation plan

2. PV implementation plan preparation (1 - 3 months)

Covers same questions as the rapid assessment, but in much more
detail. Result is the implementation plan.

3. Procurements and implementation (1 year to contract
effectiveness)
• Procure, roll out supply and installation of PV systems, build
capacities, verify, manage contracts
• Initial maintenance may be included in contract
If PV supply and installations are successful
• Maintain, track performance, supervise (up to 20 years)
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Key steps in rapid assessment

Technology choice decision tree

Compare cost of technologies
Solar PV is most attractive where load is fairly low.
In some cases, diesel or grid will be the best choice
if it is possible to have a regular supply of fuel.

Preparing implementation plan

Market and institutional assessments
• Market capacities and barriers
– size and performance of local PV market, including prices, quantities,
quality; local capacities to support PV, including number and track
records of local and international companies operating in local PV
market, organizations, and specialists; PV-related capacities in
communities near the targeted facilities.

• Grid extension plans , costs, tariffs
• Diesel prices, supply reliability in targeted communities
• Country PV experience—local experiences, including those of
targeted communities; implementation models used; results;
sustainability track records of facilities in public sector, forprofit, and non-profit sectors.

Market and institutional assessments
• Institutional capacities (design, procurement, supervision, training,
ownership, operation, maintenance):

– lead organization
– likely facility owner
– others - e.g., central government ministries, local governments, technical
institutions, NGOs, private firms

• Cooperation opportunities with other projects, organizations:

– PV market development projects underway or planned
– possible links with activities to sell and finance PV systems for households
– possible inter-agency coordination, collaboration

• Framework opportunities, issues and barriers:
– regulations, standards, and enforcement
– duties and taxes and customs practices

• Maintenance capabilities—maintenance experiences and capabilities,
especially for long-term arrangements

Choosing the implementation model
• Who will fund the investment?
• Will implementation focus on a single sector, is it feasible to
cover facilities across multiple sectors within an area?
• Will there be linkages with market capabilities or other
projects?
• Who will be the lead organization for implementation of
supply and installations?
• Who will own the PV systems once installed?
• Who will be responsible for maintenance?
• Will maintenance be done in-house or contracted out?
• Who will fund the recurrent costs of operation?

Prepare institutional details
• Design details for procurement, contract management,
ownership, post project maintenance and recurrent funding
• Prepare capital and recurrent cost budgets and schedule
• Secure firm commitments for recurrent funding
• Design security package – structure of payment schedule,
payment retentions, warranty and performance securities,
liquidated damages provisions
• Identify Plan B
• Identify measures to address identified framework barriers
• Build capacities of procurement officials
• Prepare and begin capacity building for contract management
of roll out of installations and initial operation, maintenance
and supervision
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Design issues (selected)
Issue

Guidance

What are the service
requirements?

Decisions about which services to support directly
impact PV system costs.

Prioritize services, design accordingly to
control costs.

How critical is uninterrupted
service?

Designing for no interruptions for all services can
be expensive. Some services are critical,
others are not.

Differentiate between critical,
moderate and tolerant systems.

Lighting and appliances –
how efficient shall we
be?

Inefficient lighting design and appliances increase
system costs. However, the most efficient
lights and appliances may not be locally
available or supported.

Efficient lighting design easily
achievable. Efficient appliances
decisions may depend on local
situation.

Should a contract to supply
PV systems include the
supply of the
appliances?

Bundling appliances in the PV contract ensures that
they are supplied in phase with the PV
systems. However, adds to contractual
complexity, cost to project, equipment
support issues.

Depends on local situation. Generally
procure lights, vaccine
refrigerators and pumps as part of
PV packages. Other DC/AC
appliances may need special
consideration.

How should PV systems be
provided for staff?

May be important for staff recruitment and
retention. There are several ways to provide
PV systems for staff. There are questions of
cost, ownership, affordability, maintenance
and component replacement contributions
and responsibilities.

Depends on local situation. Liaison with
sectors and staff necessary, as well as
local PV market support mechanisms.

Prioritization of loads

Ownership – maintenance - financing
• The problem:

– responsibilities for recurrent costs frequently not firmly set
– projects close down before issues of ownership, maintenance and
operational funding begin to affect sustainability.

• Good practice

– clearly establish ownership; this will frame maintenance options
– align responsibilities for recurrent funding and maintenance with
ownership
– decide details, e.g., who buys new lights, who buys replacement
batteries, who fixes broken switches, who provides the funding?
– if facility staff and community are to contribute to recurrent costs,
consult with them in determining feasibility, before deciding
– settle how recurrent costs are financed, before any procurement
– settle any ownership and funding issues before systems are installed

Contract maintenance or do it in-house?
•
•
•
•
•

How will post project maintenance be funded? You get what you pay for.
What are the local experiences, in-house and with private firms, in maintaining PV
systems in remote facilities; what are the track records; what looks promising?
Will in-house or private firms be more cost-effective and deliver better results?
Will area-based clustering of maintenance services be more cost effective?
Should maintenance be part of supply-and-installation contract or would separate,
annual or longer-term maintenance contracts be more cost-effective?

– single contract for supply, installation and maintenance (e.g., five years with an option to
extend) puts full responsibility on one contractor.
– supply and install contractor may have limited on the ground maintenance capability

•

If in-house:

– how will budgeting and maintenance management be handled?
– how will maintenance performance be tracked and supervised?

•

How will facility staff, who will change over time—be trained and retrained (staff
turnover) and know to get help for system performance problems or failures?

Procurement and contracting

Procurements, supply and installation
• Finalize procurement packages, with technical specifications
• Launch informational activities to create awareness among as
large a pool as possible of qualified bidders
• Implement capacity building for installers, local experts,
standards and testing entities, project staff and others
• Conduct the procurement (example contracts in annex)
• Ensure:
– bidders are qualified
– equipment is compliant with specifications. Vet certifications. Test as
necessary.
– installations are compliant. Verify, commission and issue acceptance.

• Disburse
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Procurement method and process
• Standard bidding documents (SBD)
• International competitive bidding (ICB)
• Prequalification of bidders The SBD for goods, different from the ones for
plant and works, is not intended for prequalification of bidders, although it
is sometimes done (e.g., Tanzania SSMP). Without prequalification, some
potential credible bidders may be deterred by high costs of preparing bids,
particularly for installations and related services in remote off-grid
communities, especially if they are concerned that some firms without
good capability will under bid. Increases need to generate interest with
good advance publicity and information and to reduce any perception of
risk by establishing clear criteria for post-qualification.
• Clarifications and pre-bid conference For innovative projects, provide at
least three months for the clarification process and pre-bid conference. A
bidders' conference, conducted in the field in a representative community,
can provide vital information about the sites, distances and logistics,
organizational and environmental conditions.

Additional resources in the Toolkit

Where to find the Toolkit
• Online:
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTENERG
Y2/Resources/PVToolkit.pdf
• Hard copies available in French and English

Donors

